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This month we feature an eclectic mix of products, from Q20 to handmade
boots. But they all have one thing in common: They’re proudly South African.
We tell their stories and meet a few of the people behind the products.
WORDS NICK DALL PICTURES JAMES GARAGHTY

Carma Base

Eazilay Hammock
Colin Davison founded Dreamtime Hammocks in the KZN Midlands in 1996.
At first he only made traditional hammocks, which were strung up between
two trees, poles or walls, but he soon became fascinated with the idea of a
free-standing hammock. There were hammock stands on the market back
then, but they were ugly, heavy and expensive contraptions.
So Colin set about making a wooden frame that would be sturdy,
portable, affordable and attractive. His early models ticked most of these
boxes, but they came fully assembled and were bulky to transport. Years of
fine-tuning followed and the result is the Eazilay, which comes in a flat-pack
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box and can be assembled in a few minutes by a DIY dummy like myself.
The stand is made from sustainable, locally sourced hardwood, weighs
22 kg, is 2,35 m long and can fit through a standard door. The hammock is
sturdy and comfortable: to crash-test it I swung in it, set it up on a steep slope
and loaded it with my whole family. The price includes one fabric hammock
in a colour of your choice, but you can order different ones at R250 per
hammock. You know, when you want to redecorate the beach house.
R2 900 (including delivery) at dreamtimehammocks.co.za and
thehammockman.co.za

Over the years we’ve featured ex-Orange River
guide Marius La Cock’s brilliant Carma Quip
mattress a number of times. It’s tougher and more
comfortable than any other self-inflating mattress
we’ve ever tried and it’s as home-grown as they
come: Marius conceptualised, developed and
field-tested the product himself, and he makes
each mattress at his Durbanville home.
Now that he’s a bit older and creakier,
he’s designed the Carma Base, a wood-andaluminium bed frame that transforms your
Carma Quip mattress into a proper single bed.
Assembling the base reminded me of playing
Meccano as a kid (with a bit of Velcro thrown in),
and took no longer than five minutes the first
time I tried it. The sleeping experience is fantastic:
The base sits just more than a ruler length off the
ground and it’s so sturdy that you can walk on
it. Folded up in its carry bag, it’s about the size of
a four-man tent and weighs 14 kg. You wouldn’t
take it hiking, but it’s perfect for car camping.
It’ll also make a great spare bed when Uncle
Dennis rocks up on your doorstep unannounced.
R1 150 at carmaquip.co.za
go-southernafrica.com

Sealand Jolla
Sealand Gear, based in Woodstock, Cape Town,
is committed to putting the environment first
in everything they do. All the bags, chairs, cases
and pouches in their range are made from
“upcycled” materials like old Bedouin stretch
tents, advertising-board mesh and yacht sails.
The company was only established a little
over a year ago but co-owners Jasper Eales
(right) and Mike Schlebach both have productdesign and manufacturing backgrounds. They
love the outdoors and they’re passionate
about preserving our wild places. Their Sealand
products are stylish and extremely durable, and
all of them carry a lifetime guarantee.
The Jolla is the less technical of their two
daypacks. It’s a simple bag made from seriously
tough materials and although it might seem
less ergonomic than other hiking-focused
daypacks, it’s actually quite comfortable to
wear. It has an internal laptop pouch and
storage spaces and it’s designed for everything
from a beach visit to a short hike.
R995 (including delivery) at
sealandgear.co.za

No two Sealand products
are identical – every item is
photographed before being
loaded on their website so
browse carefully…
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Carbon Mystique
Boots

Q20
Whenever a gate squeaks, a
lock jams or a spark plug won’t
fire, you reach for that trusty
blue can. But did you know
that Q20 was invented right
here in South Africa? The story
goes that a certain hardwarestore owner from Pinetown
near Durban came up with
the product in 1950. When he
explained to his neighbour
that he had just invented
a new substance that had
“20 answers to 20 questions”,
the name was born.
In the early days, Q20
was marketed to VW Beetle
owners. The Beetle was
notorious for stalling in wet
weather – nothing a squirt
of Q20 on the distributor cap
couldn’t solve. It soon became
clear that the product had
incredible rust-prevention and
lubrication properties for all
sorts of applications.
It might seem like magic,
but Q20 actually relies on very
simple science: It’s marginally
heavier than water, so when
you spray it onto something
wet it sinks to the bottom,
displacing the water and
lubricating the problem area.
These days Triton-Leo makes
a whole range of Q products,
including rust remover, hand
wash and windscreen cleaner.
But Q20 is still their best seller.
About R60 for a 300 g can at
leading retailers and hardware
stores; tritonleo.co.za
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These are the South African version of
Ugg boots, one of Australia’s most famous
exports. They come from Oyster Bay in the
Eastern Cape and they’re the brainchild
of friends James Walton (pictured), Jolene
Bertoldi and Gavin Thompson.
Made using by-products of the meat
industry, these boots are tougher than
Aussie Uggs for two reasons: They’re
handmade to order (most Uggs are massproduced in China or Vietnam) and they
feature a cowhide outer instead of a sheep
skin outer. They’re cheaper, too, and just as
warm as the Antipodean originals.
R1 750 (including delivery) at
carbonsouthafrica.co.za
If the soles wear
thin over time,
retreads are
available at
R400 per pair.

Trailer Cuff

Strassbergers Boots
Cape Mohair
Technical Socks
South Africa is the world’s largest producer of
mohair, a yarn or fabric made from the hair
of the angora goat, usually mixed with wool.
Cape Mohair has been making mohair socks
at their factory in Epping in Cape Town since
1991, employing many of the people who
were laid off by other sock manufacturers
when the local textile industry nosedived
in 2001.
Mohair is an excellent insulator and it’s
also fantastic at wicking moisture away from
your feet. As customer tastes have changed,
socks have become more and more technical
and many of the new designs include some
bamboo for softness and polyamide for
stretch. There are socks for specific uses like
skiing and mountain biking and also more
general hiking socks in various weights.
I wore a pair of Nomads during a heatwave
in December and was amazed at how cool
and sweat-free they kept my feet.
R80 – R120 at select stockists nationwide
and online at mohairmillshop.com;
capemohair.co.za

Strassbergers is the oldest shoe factory
in the country, founded in Wupperthal
in the Cederberg in 1834 by Moravian
missionaries. Around the turn of the last
century the business was taken over by
reverend Willy Strassberger (pictured)
and in 1954, Willy’s eldest son Heinie made
the decision to move the factory to nearby
Clanwilliam – a far more sensible distribution
hub than remote Wupperthal.
Strassbergers remains a family business.
Some of the 23 cobblers have been there
for decades. Their werkerskoene are worn by
farm labourers from Prieska to Phalaborwa,
but they also make hiking boots, formal and
casual footwear and even kids’ shoes.
While going through the catalogue with
JJ du Plessis (Willy Strassberger’s greatgrandson) I learnt – to my embarrassment
– that real velskoens have smooth leather,
and that the suede pair I picked out was
“only for English people”…
The TC Boot featured is everything a
hiking boot should be – good to look at,
tough as nails, and comfortable the moment
you try it on.
R830 at select retailers and agricultural
co-ops nationwide; strassbergers.co.za
go-southernafrica.com

Strassbergers are cut
bigger than regular shoe
sizes. If you usually wear
a size 10, order a size 9.

This clever lock-and-safety device for your trailer
was invented by father-and-son team Hennie and
Ian Coetsee. Hennie, a retiree from Port Shepstone,
designed the cuff while Ian (pictured) refined the
idea and dealt with the patent rights.
The Trailer Cuff has three functions: It secures
your trailer to your vehicle while moving so it won’t
unhitch on the N2 – something that happened
to Ian! It also prevents opportunists from stealing
your trailer while you grab some coffee at the Shell
Ultra City. And when you’re not using your trailer,
you can fit an aluminium ball into the coupler so
no one can drive off with it.
It’s simple to operate: With the trailer attached,
fit the scissoring stainless-steel plate around the
neck of the tow hitch, loop the chain through the
handle of the coupler and lock the two together
with a padlock. The Trailer Cuff works on most
closed-loop couplers and newer open-loop
couplers. It’s made from quality materials and
will probably last longer than your trailer!
R1 000 for the whole thing (plus postage fee
of R40 – R100). You can also order the parts
separately. trailercuff.co.za
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Piet van der Westhuizen
Handmade Knives
Piet first tried his hand at knifemaking 30 years ago, when he was
working as a police detective. In 1996 he decided to make his hobby his
livelihood and since then he’s turned out nearly 10 000 knives from his
workshop in Mossel Bay, every one of them a unique piece of functional art.
A knife is only as good as the steel it’s made from. Piet works predom
inantly with Swedish Sandvik steel, which forms and holds an incredible
edge, and he uses natural, local products for his handles. (The work knife we
tested had a mopane handle and the biltong knife had a springbok-horn
handle.) Every knife is stamped with the maker’s name and a serial number
(no two knives are the same), and comes with a quality leather sheath.
Using a handmade knife is one of life’s oldest and greatest pleasures, and
Piet’s pocket-friendly pricing means that your purchase will live where it
belongs – on your belt or in the kitchen, not in a display cabinet.
R700 (mopane wood) and R600 (springbok horn) excluding delivery at
gardenrouteblades.co.za

PotjieKing
The idea for the PotjieKing was born the first night Englishman Ben
Snow and his South African wife Lisa spent in Cape Town after moving
back to South Africa. The people they were staying with treated them to a
potjie, and for Ben it was love at first bite. But watching the labour-intensive
process of maintaining two fires and intermittently adding more coals got
Ben’s mind working. He’s a blacksmith by training and thought that there
must be an easier way…
The result was this portable potjie stand and braai. You can burn wood
or charcoal and the wind-resistant design means that you have a constant,
stable heat source under your pot. It’s also efficient: You can cook an entire
potjie using only 15 briquettes.
His prototypes were made from mild steel, hand-cut by him and Lisa.
Eight years and more than 8 000 units later, the PotjieKing is now a laser-cut,
stainless-steel product, which is still made by Ben in his workshop on his
smallholding near Sedgefield. It can accommodate potjies from size 2 to 6
and also comes with a small, round braai grid.
PotjieKing is great for a midweek potjie (no admin), camping (it packs
into a small carry bag), people who live in flats (just pop it on the balcony)
and anyone else who wants all the stew and none of the sweat. Optional
extras include an aluminium lid, which transforms the unit into a kettle
braai, and a cast-iron griddle plate or skottel pan.
From R1 100 (including delivery) at potjieking.com
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